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[1] Abstract: Some alternative representations for seismicity are introduced based on the use of the

hue, saturation, and brightness model of color representation. Depth information is conveniently coded

by hue and magnitude by saturation. The approach can be used for individual events or to provide

useful summary properties of seismicity. The cumulative effects of many events can be combined by

converting body wave magnitude into an equivalent energy or strain release and then summing the

energy or strain contributions in a particular cell, finally converting back to an effective magnitude over

a 10-year period for plotting. Time averaging improves the reliability of the information and can

provide a clearer picture of the balance between seismic events at different depths.
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1. Introduction

[2] Earthquakes are one of the main symptoms

of geodynamic processes, and the distribution

of seismicity provides significant information

on both global and regional scales. Because

information on earthquake location depends

strongly on the number and quality of seismic

stations, it is desirable to find ways of repre-

senting seismicity which do not depend

strongly on the time period in which the data

is collected. Although the distribution of

events in tectonic regions maintains a moder-

ately consistent pattern, in stable continental

regions an instantaneous snapshot can be very

misleading because of the time separation of

events.

[3] Even the most comprehensive earthquake

catalogs such as the Bulletin of the Interna-

tional Seismological Centre are only complete

above a magnitude threshold around 5 at a

global level, and similar restrictions will apply

at a regional level. Larger events carry the bulk

of strain release and so the completeness of the

catalog is of less significance if we restrict

attention to strain and energy over a period of

a decade or so.

[4] In addition to the spatial location of events,

we wish to convey their magnitude, and this is

normally undertaken by working with maps or

vertical cross sections with the size of the

symbols determined by magnitude. In a map

view, the delineation of depth and magnitude
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requires the use of color for at least one

parameter (usually depth). Such plots can be

very valuable in providing a visual assessment

of the seismicity pattern, but only exploit a

single aspect of color. The Hue, Saturation,

Brightness (HSB) model for color selection

provides a means whereby at least two attrib-

utes can be considered at a time. In the HSB

representation, with uniform brightness, the

colors are selected from a color wheel in which

Saturation and Hue represent polar coordinates.

The primary colors (red, green, blue) are placed

at 1208 intervals, and the hue is determined by

the angular position on the color wheel (Figure

1). The radial, saturation variable determines

the admixture of white and so the purity of the

color. When brightness is used, the third axis

determines the grey tone component associated

with the central element.

[5] An effective combination for plotting on a

white background is to use color saturation for

magnitude so that the intensity of color increases

as the magnitude becomes larger. The actual

color mix (i.e., the hue) can then be used for a

depth-related variable as in Figure 2.

[6] In the following examples, the event infor-

mation is taken from the reprocessed catalog of

Engdahl et al. [1998], which is primarily derived

from the Bulletins of the International Centre

with supplements from the U. S. National
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Figure 1. HSB color wheel indicating the role of hue and saturation, and its use in-depth and magnitude
representation (see Figures 6 and 7).
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Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) and

experiments using portable instruments. This

catalog is complete for events larger than 5.2

for the period 1964–1995 used in the illustra-

tions. The events in the catalog have been

relocated in an iterative process using the

ak135 model of Kennett et al. [1995] with a

careful treatment of depth phases.

2. Individual Events

[7] Many different forms have been used to

convey the nature of seismicity by plotting

information for each event separately. Fre-

quently, depth is coded in bands, with a com-

mon usage (1) shallow 0–70 km, red, (2)

intermediate 70–300 km, green, (3) deep

300–600 km, blue, as in the charts published

by NEIC, but many variants can be found with

a broader range of colors.

[8] It is always difficult to provide an adequate

representation for a large number of individual

events. Whether coding is by symbol size or

color, there is a tendency for events to plot on

top of each other so that the attributes of the last

events to be plotted dominate; these are usually

the most recent. The disadvantage of using

symbol size as the sole means of conveying

magnitude is that it is difficult to judge the

geographic position of larger events. However,

it is possible to indicate depth information by

color coding the symbols.

[9] The HSB color bar shown in Figure 2 can be

used for global and regional displays as in

Figures 3 and 4, but the symbols for the events

need to be quite large to be visible. It is desirable

to have some scaling with magnitude so that

smaller aftershocks do not obscure a larger main

shock. The use of color saturation for magnitude

means that there does not need to be a large

range in symbol size. To improve the clarity we

use a magnitude scale which saturates at magni-

tude 7. The settings of the color bar have been

chosen to reflect the NEIC depth coding.

[10] Figure 3 shows the whole globe for a 5-

year period (1981–1985) in a Mollweide pro-

jection centered on the 1808 meridian, which

allows the full extent of the seismicity associ-

ated with the mid-ocean ridge system to be seen

in a single frame, as well as the circum-Pacific

subduction zones. Figure 4 concentrates on the

subduction zones of the southwest Pacific and

Indonesia for the next 5-year period (1986–

1990). We can see a very clear contrast between

the subduction zone activity and the limited

seismicity of the Australian continent. As Fig-

ures 3 and 4 plot to a screen, the sequence of

events can be captured through the succession

of plot symbols.

3. Summaries of Seismicity

[11] When working with individual events we

are constrained by the quality and completeness

0 300 600
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Figure 2. The use of an HSB color representation for depth and magnitude. The hue is determined by a
linear increase in reference angle on a color wheel starting from red (08) at 0 km and finishing with magenta
(3508) at 700 km (see Figures 3, 4, 8, and 9).
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of the catalog being used. However, it is useful

to extract summary information such as the net

strain or energy release in a region over a

period time, which will be less dependent on

the details of the catalog.

[12] Crampin et al. [1976] provide a sum-

mary of seismicity across the globe for the

period 1909–1968 by working over decadal

intervals. They produce a cellular representa-

tion of decadal strain release in terms of

three depth classes, (1) shallow events (0–

70 km), (2) intermediate events (70–300

km), and (3) deep events (>300 km). Mag-

nitude provides a convenient measure for a

single event, and so Crampin et al. [1976] used

a composite magnitude as a way of summariz-

ing the cumulative strain release of a number of

events.

[13] We adopt a similar approach by dividing

the region of interest into a set of cells, with

some division in-depth, and then determining

composite seismic properties for the cells. For

the whole globe 2 � 28 provides a convenient

representation, and depending on the summary

property being considered, we use either the

three depth classes or a continuous distribution

with depth.

[14] In each cell we combine the effect of all the

events using a composite magnitude. We make

use of the relations between magnitudes and the

seismic energy release E [see, e.g., Kasahara,

1981]; (1) for body wave magnitude mb

log E ¼ 5:8 þ 2:4mb; ð1Þ
(2) for surface wave magnitude MS

log E ¼ 11:8 þ 1:5MS ; ð2Þ

0 300 600
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Figure 3. Mollweide projection of global seismicity for the period 1981–1985 using hue to encode depth
and saturation to represent magnitude.
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(2) and (3) the extension to moment magnitude

Mw [Kanamori, 1977]

log E ¼ 11:8 þ 1:5Mw: ð3Þ

We also construct a strain measure, S ¼ E: We

then sum the energy E or strain S for the

events in the cell over the more than 30-year

span of the database and determine the

average energy release hEi or strain release

hSi over a 10-year period. We then reconvert

hEi or hSi into an equivalent magnitude using

the appropriate representation. For example

using the body wave magnitude, from (1), we

construct

m ¼ ðloghEi � 5:8Þ=2:4: ð4Þ

In this way we obtain a convenient measure of

the activity summarized by a single ‘‘magni-

tude’’ m. In most regions the effective

magnitude is dominated by a few large events,

but there are some cases where there are

sufficient moderate size events to sustain a

significant effective magnitude. The modes of

strain release can be distinguished by compar-

ing the temporal history with the summary

properties.

[15] Both the mb and the MS magnitude

scales suffer the disadvantage of saturation

at higher magnitudes, with upper limits

around 6.5 for mb and 8.0 for MS. The

moment magnitude Mw does not saturate

and is now routinely determined for larger

events. In the illustrations the body wave

magnitude has been employed to generate

strain and energy measures because mb is
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Figure 4. Seismicity for the south western Pacific and Indonesian region for the period 1986–1990 using
hue to encode depth and saturation for magnitude.
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Figure 5. Representation of average seismic activity in the Asia-Pacific region over a 10-year period using
the three following classes of events: red, shallow; green, intermediate; blue, deep. The effective magnitude
is indicated by the thickness of the bars in each event class for each 2 � 28 cell.
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available for both shallow and deep events.

The mode of presentation is not dependent

on this choice.

[16] We have found it convenient to extract a

number of depth related quantities while scan-

ning through the catalog. Separate average

magnitudes have been constructed for the shal-

low (0–70 km), intermediate (70–300 km),

and deep ranges (300–700 km). Also, we have

cumulated the mean depths for energy and

strain release, and the depth at which the

maximum magnitude is attained for each geo-

graphic cell. This list of suitable quantities is by

no means exhaustive but covers the examples

used in the illustrations.

[17] In conventional presentations of seismic-

ity it is difficult to judge the relative signifi-

cance of the events at different depths in the

same geographic area. The approach used by

Crampin et al. [1976] was to divide the

events in three depth classes and to use a

bar representation where the width of the bar

was scaled with composite magnitude based

on strain release and the inclination repre-

sented the depth class. This approach is fol-

lowed in Figure 5 for the Asia-Pacific region

with the addition of color coding as follows:

red, shallow; green, intermediate; and blue,

deep. The bars are plotted for each 2 � 28
cell in which the composite magnitude m

exceeds 4. The presentation in Figure 5

works well in highlighting regions of compo-

site seismicity, but it is still difficult to assess

the relative significance of the different com-

ponents.

[18] An alternative approach is to use an HSB

color representation and combine the infor-

mation for the three depth classes for a cell

vectorially as shown in Figure 6. Magnitude

vectors are directed along axes at 08, shallow

(red); 1208, intermediate (green); 2408, deep

(blue), and can be regarded as an isometric

projection, from infinity, of three orthogonal

axes. The resultant of the magnitude vectors

determines the color rendition for the cell.

The saturation is controlled by the total

effective magnitude, and the hue reflects the

Shallow

Intermediate

Deep

Shallow

IntermediateDeep

Figure 6. Comparison of the bar-vector representation of the three depth classes as in Figure 5, and an HSB
color wheel based on an isometric projection of magnitude vectors for the three depth classes. The resultant
magnitude is coded by color saturation, and the balance of the different classes is coded by the hue. This HSB
form is used in Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7. Representation of average seismic activity in the Asia-Pacific region over a 10-year period using
the three following classes of events: red, shallow; green, intermediate; blue, deep, as in Figure 5. In this case
the effective magnitude and the balance between the event classes are indicated using the hue and saturation
as indicated in the color wheel (see also Figures 1 and 6).
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balance of the different components as indi-

cated in Figure 6.

[19] It can be difficult to judge the effective

magnitude through the saturation of colors of

different hue. Rather than use color directly,

the hue and saturation information can also

be conveyed in separate grey-tone displays.

Saturation can be rendered directly by tones

from white to black; hue can be rendered

through a tonal range from light to dark

gray.

[20] The HSB color representation in terms of

the three depth classes is employed in Figure 7

for the Asia-Pacific region and can be directly

compared with the bar representation in Figure

5. Zones of weak shallow seismicity are much

more clearly defined in Figure 7 than Figure 5,

and there is a striking rendition of subduction

zone behavior.

[21] Where the 2 � 28 cells encompass seis-

micity at different depths, the hue indicates

the balance between the three classes of

events, and we see significant variations in

the patterns between subduction zones. For the

Tonga-Kermadec arc, cells on the trench line

are red. Intermediate seismicity releases sub-

stantial energy so the next line of cells to the

west are yellow, reflecting near equal balance

of average strain release in shallow and inter-

mediate events. Further to the west deep

events dominate as indicated in the transition

through cyan to deep blue. We can also note

the presence of the intermediate depth events

in Burma beneath a zone of distributed shal-

low seismicity and the transition from the

shallow

intermdeep

4

8
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Ten year Energy Release

Figure 8. Average energy release over a 10-year period for each 2 � 28 cell in equal area projection.
Three classes of events are used: red, shallow; green, intermediate; blue, deep. The effective magnitude
and the balance between the event classes are indicated using the hue and saturation as indicated in the
color wheel.
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dipping slab in the Izu-Bonin region to the

nearly vertical slab in the Marianas (for which

conventional presentations have difficulty

with overlapping symbols). The 10-year aver-

ages also outline well the main and subsidiary

plate boundaries; including the diffuse seis-

micity between the Marianas and eastern New

Guinea.

[22] The HSB representation based on the three

depth classes also works well for the entire

globe as can be seen in Figure 8, which shows

the average energy release in a 10-year period

in an equal area projection with complementary

hemispheres. This class of presentation empha-

sises the strong differences between weak,

diffuse continental seismicity and the intense

hues associated with the large energy release in

the subduction process. The belt of seismicity

across the Indo-Australian plate marks an

accommodation zone for strains which even-

tually is expected to lead to the formation of

two distinct plates.

[23] In Figures 7 and 8 we have used the HSB

representation with just three classes of depth

division, but we can use the color bar directly

as in Figure 2 to represent continuous variation

with depth. In Figures 9 and 10 we show other

aspects of the seismicity distribution in the

same projection as employed in Figure 8. In

Figure 9 we show the mean depth of strain

release over the period 1964 – 1995, the

absence of green in most parts indicates the

dearth of subduction zone events near 300 km.

In South America, for example, the strain

release concentrates in the zones above 200

km and below 550 km with a few large events

dominating the deep strain release. The pattern

in Figure 9 is largely mirrored by the depth to

the maximum magnitude shown in Figure 10,

although we can see some significant differ-
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Figure 9. Mean depth of strain release in each 2 � 28 cell, equal area projection.
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ences in the Indonesian subduction zone where

the main strain release is often shallower than

the largest events.

4. Discussion

[24] The selection of examples we have illus-

trated show the way in which different attributes

of seismicity can be extracted by exploiting

simple color presentations. The examples have

mostly been for the entire globe, but the repre-

sentations can be readily adapted to regional

scales and to different styles of geodynamic

parameters. The seismicity plots can be partic-

ularly useful when used in combination with

tomographic images on the same projection. A

similar approach to magnitude representation

via saturation can be used in seismicity cross

sections, which leaves the hue available to

render other information.

[25] The HSB color representation can be imple-

mented directly in the Adobe Postscript graphic

language and is accessible from many graphics

packages. A comprehensive Fortran library for

Postscript generation, including HSB encoding,

is available on request from the author.
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